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GARDEN PARTY,  
Oleg Cassini gown, 
Brian Atwood sandals,  
and Asprey bracelet 
and ring, Page 90.

C 20 SPRING WEDDINGS 2014

C
90  GARDEN PARTY From sweet boho frocks to 
statuesque sheaths, the grass is greener in spring’s 
e�ortless looks.

98  ENCHANTED FOREST In one of Big Sur’s 
ancient redwood groves, Ken Fulk realizes the 
fairy-tale union of tech baron Sean Parker to 
chanteuse Alexandra Lenas.

104  GOING THE DISTANCE Marina Didovich 
and Steven Chee leave their Southern Hemisphere 
home for an intimate desert a�air.

108  THIS SIDE OF PARADISE Pepperdine 
schoolmates Angelia De Meistre and Viktor 
Armand Hammer tie the knot, Fitzgerald style,  
in an elegant summer soiree in the bride’s 
hometown of Santa Barbara.

112  FLIGHTS OF FANCY A chance encounter 
leads Sara Hornor and Chris Hannigan to say  
“I do” in picturesque Monarch Beach. 

114  COLOMBIAN FLAIR Within the historic walls 
of Cartagena, Stephanie Muth and Todd Watts  
of Orange County marry in Old World tradition.

118  TRIED & TRUE After meeting in elementary 
school, Carly Brien and Alejandro de Castro 
celebrate their love and lasting friendship in 
Carmel Valley.

120  RESOUNDING JOY Jordan Foster and  
Tom Woodger throw an impeccably orchestrated 

black-tie fête in Bel Air.

124  GRAND CRU On a sun-drenched afternoon, 
party planner Julia Esser weds Christopher Lake  
at her family’s Napa Valley winery.

features



Sean, an environmental 
advocate, was vigilant about 
preserving (and improving) 
the condition of the site. 
Here, intricate work by florist 
Preston Bailey. 
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ENCHANTED 
FOREST 

IN ONE OF BIG SUR’S ANCIENT REDWOOD GROVES, 
KEN FULK REALIZES THE FAIRY-TALE UNION OF TECH BARON 

SEAN PARKER TO CHANTEUSE ALEXANDRA LENAS

BY KELSEY McKINNON    PHOTOGRAPHED BY CHRISTIAN OTH



CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE LEFT 
Our Tale, the story of Sean 
and Alexandra. Jennifer 
Siebel Newsom and Gavin 
Newsom take in the 
surrounds. Traditional Irish 
step dancers. A cobblestone 
bridge above a stream. Ken 
Fulk mingles with guests. 

                     ean Parker has been behind some big ideas in his 33 years: Napster, Facebook 
and Spotify, to name a few. But nothing has captured the wild imagination of this 
ambitious visionary quite like his breathtaking wedding this past June in Big Sur. 

“Logistically, it was the craziest thing I’ve ever done,” says Ken Fulk, who was charged 
with all design aspects of the entrepreneur’s union to 24-year-old singer/songwriter and 
New Jersey native Alexandra Lenas. In the past, Sean had called on Fulk for a “unicorn-
prom-themed” affair in S.F. and a wintry bash in Switzerland; this time, “their vision was 
of a Celtic-inspired wedding in a magical redwood forest under a canopy of flowers.” 

After storyboarding every detail of the affair, Fulk’s team set into action, converting a 
campground at the base of Big Sur’s Ventana Inn & Spa five months before the big day. Wood-
workers created split-log benches and Celtic archways; 18-foot iron gates with the 
couple’s initials were welded by metalsmiths; a cobblestone bridge was pieced together 
by stonemasons; even a leather-bound book (Our Tale) was published for guests as a keep-
sake. Meanwhile, tailors were dispatched to measure costumes for the 364 attendees—all 
designed by Lord of the Rings costume designer, Ngila Dickson (outfitted in velvet robes 
and silk brocade vests and jackets were MTV founder Bob Pittman, Wikipedia founder 
Jimmy Wales, Allison Williams, Emma Watson, Zynga’s Mark Pincus and Facebook 
cofounders Dustin Moskovitz and Chris Hughes—Mark Zuckerberg sent his regrets).

The weekend kicked off with the rehearsal dinner at a private ranch perched high 
above the Pacific. Kokkari, the bicoastal couple’s favorite restaurant in S.F., catered, 
with the help of Paula LeDuc (who would prepare the wedding feast), and Edward 
Sharpe and the Magnetic Zeros performed. 

The following afternoon, surrounded by a cathedral of 500-year-old redwoods, Alex-
andra floated down the aisle in a hooded couture Elie Saab gown that was made in Paris. 
The couple (with their 5-month-old daughter, Winter) were married under the largest tree 
in the forest—around which Preston Bailey elegantly hung thousands of floral garlands to 
evoke the architecture of a ruined abbey. “It sounds cheesy, but you could burst into tears 
just looking at it. It was that beautiful,” Fulk recalls.

After the bride and groom exchanged vows, guests were led into a verdant glade for a 
feast fit for a king. Upon descending from their sweetheart table (aka a 10-foot sofa-throne 
with candelabras and a bearskin run), Sean serenaded Alexandra with a song from The 

Little Mermaid before Sting took the stage. At the end of the night, the couple retreated to 
The Post Ranch Inn, where a brunch was held the next day. “I’ve been to a lot of parties,” 
says Fulk, “but this was truly the most magical thing I’ve witnessed in my entire life.” •

VENUE Ventana Campground PLANNER Ken Fulk MENU Paula LeDuc Fine Catering, Kokkari  
CAKE Perfect Endings DRESS Elie Saab SUIT Ngila Dickson FLORIST Preston Bailey ENTERTAINMENT 
Edward Sharpe and the Magnetic Zeros, Sting STATIONERY Markatos Moore
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An architect was brought in  
to determine the historical 
accuracy of the proportions of 
the natural abbey. The couple 
married under the largest 
redwood in the forest, which 
they called the Love tree.
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DIRECTIONAL Neil Tio dolorerci 
tatummolor autat lore dolum 
vel utpat, summy nonsequat, 
venisis alit, vulputem accum 
vent non hendiam accum in ut 
ute molut lorperaOlum debis 
nonsed mo dolut modis rerias 
quia debis aItemquiatquo bla-
bore preperum dolorepudis 

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT Revelers in  
their custom looks. Handmade Celtic 
archways were placed throughout. Paula 
LeDuc set up a spit and cauldron for  
the dinner feast, which was paired with 
bottles of Harlan Estate. The 9-foot-tall 
cake by S.F.’s Perfect Endings. The 
newlyweds. OPPOSITE Hand-carved chairs 
were each topped with a sheepskin rug.
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